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Once the magnificent capital of Portugal’s 
New World colony, is the country’s Afro-
Brazilian jewel  

An exclusive overnight stay, to fully embrace the 
colours and the rhythms of the Cidade 
Meravilhosa 

Two full days and an exclusive World Cruise 
event to celebrate a unique combination of 
colonial European grandeur and Latin passion 
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A full day in Stanley, capital of the Falklands 
(Islas Malvinas) home to spectacular penguin, 
seal and albatross populations 

Two days immersed in the mighty Chilean fjords 
and enormous ancient glaciers in southern 
Patagonia 

An unprecedented, breathtaking 3-day 
programme in the Antarctic Peninsula, with 
landings and zodiac exploration*, led by the 
acclaimed Silversea Expedition Team 

*programme to be operated and finalized based on weather conditions 
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3-day, fully complimentary exploration of the Antarctic Peninsula  

Landings every day, weather permitting 

Fully-escorted shore program, including Zodiac exploration 
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Named for Daniel Defoe’s novel inspired by a 
stranded sailor, this remote island is known for 
its rare plants and extreme beauty 

One of the most isolated places on Earth, Rapa 
Nui emanates a magnetic, mysterious feeling, 
due to its mystical Moai statues 

The last British Overseas Territory in the Pacific, 
Pitcairn Island hosted the mutineers of the 
Bounty and their Tahitian companions, but is 
also a place of incredible natural beauty 
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In a magical setting, World Cruise guests will be 
offered a magnificent Melanesian Cultural 
show, unique to Vanuatu, including the mystical 
mud men 

Witness something extraordinary, the Land 
Divers ritual: young men jumping off wooden 
towers around 70ft high, to celebrate the Yam 
harvest 

An exclusive overnight stay in one of the most 
spectacular harbors of the world, with plenty of 
time for exploring the city 
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With native bushland, wildlife, adventure and 
exploring, Kangaroo Island is an authentic zoo of 
seals, birds, dolphins, echidnas and, of course, 
kangaroos 

Dramatic landscapes and pristine white beaches 
combined with the laid-back easygoing soul of 
Perth, where Silver Whisper will overnight 

Asia’s biggest melting-pot of cultures, Singapore 
is a city in continuous motion with countless 
opportunities for sightseeing, dining and 
shopping 
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Two days in the largest Thai island offer a 
multitude of opportunities well beyond the 
world-renowned white beaches: culture, diving, 
fabulous food and much more 

The “Garden City Of The East” as it was dubbed 
by the British in the 19th century, Colombo is 
the colonial gem of Sri Lanka, among the 
countries with the highest concentration of 
UNESCO World Heritage sites (8)  

Mumbai, sometimes called the Maximum City, 
encapsulates the dynamism and chaos of 
modern India better than any other city. It is, in 
many ways, the New York City of India 
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Exotic, historic, unusual, adventurous and 
geologically stunning, Oman is the Holy Grail for 
the transformational travel 

One of the world's most treasured UNESCO 
World Heritage sites, the ancient city of Petra 
(2h from Aqaba) has been listed as one of the 
“New 7 Wonders of the World” 

Spring is the best time of the year to visit Sicily. 
Taormina, with its stunning ancient theatre and 
breathtaking vistas is a distillation of Italian 
beauty 
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The infinite variety of street life, the nooks of 
the medieval Barri Gòtic, the ceramic tile of Art 
Nouveau facades, the food - no wonder this 
great city is still thriving 

Portugal is a unique combination of medieval 
history, great food and idyllic scenery. World 
Cruise 2020 will visit its most spectacular and 
captivating cities 

Few small capitals in the world have the huge 
reputation of Dublin, with its mix of culture, 
heritage and modern hedonism.  
An unprecedented call for a Silversea World 
Cruise   
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Another spectacular “first time” in our World 
Cruise 2020, with a long stay in Edinburgh, 
where an outstanding private event will be held 

After the Fjords of the South, in Chile, the Fjords 
of the North, in Norway of course. Two full days 
in the area, including a call in Bergen, 
considered the must-see “Fjord capital” 

A grand finale with overnight in Amsterdam 
which, besides its renowned beauty and cultural 
richness, offers excellent flight connections to 
the global main hubs 
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Tango evening with dinner at El Zanjon, an amazing 
architectural site, escorted by a vintage car collection 

An evening of magic with the Perth Symphony Orchestra performing 
exclusively for World Cruise guests at The Quarry Amphitheatre 

An exclusive farewell dinner in Scotland's most spectacular 
venue, also known as “Edinburgh’s Sistine Chapel” 
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**For USA, Canada, UK, Germany, Australia only 
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JOIN THE LEGEND 
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